Ocean's Eleven by unknown
Ocean’s Eleven (2001,USA) by Steven Soderbergh

Main Cast: George Clooney, Brad Pitt
Company: Jerry Weintraub Productions

The movie tells the story of Daniel Ocean and a group of thieves, who rob the vault of the Belagio Casino. The casino belongs to Benedict an ice-cold businessman. The film bit by bit shows the preparations and the robbery.

Scene: gambling mixed adults cards alcohol Transgressive in company

0:06:08-0:07:20: gambling   
In this scene a stereotypical poker game is shown. The only exception is that the table is not layered green and there is one woman playing poker too [which is very seldom in the scenes screened until now]. The light is a bluish one, which makes the room appear trendier and more modern than stereotypical scenes of gambling. Rusty advices especially one player, but gives tips to the other players too. He is the cool [competent] guy. And only he has a whiskey in front of him. The others have water. The other gamblers are true amateurs, as they get their card mixed: “I have three pairs (…)” “You can’t have six cards in a five card game.” “Perhaps you have one of mine?” This leaves the competent Rusty only with a shaking head.
This scene is about competence. It is hard to imagine that someone considers the behaviour as addiction.
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